Global * Industrial * Refractory * Distributing

- Ceramic Fiber Products
- Refractory Bricks & Castable
- Refractory Raw Materials
- Proppants & Ceramics
- Lay-flat Hoses
- Intelligent Artificial Lift Products
- Advance Drilling Control Systems

KT Refractories is a global industrial distribution leader in refractory, high temperature insulation, energy electronic monitor and control products and system. With the ability to monitor and satisfy the growing demands from different industrial fields, we offer a full line of quality refractory products and other industrial products to our customers worldwide!

At KT Refractories, our basic principles are High Quality, Detailed Service and Special Attention to each customer regardless the size of the order. We care about our customers and pay special attention to each situation. We are committed to provide a satisfactory solution to meet or exceed our customers’ needs.
Ceramic Fiber Products

Contact KT Refractories for Ceramic Fiber Products

Ceramic fiber products are great insulation material and energy saving products due to their cost-effectiveness and excellent insulating properties. They have low thermal conductivities, light - weight, excellent resistance to thermal shock, outstanding electrical resistivity, and good acoustical properties.

Ceramic Fiber products are great energy saving products for high temperature insulation. We stock large amounts of Ceramic Fiber Blanket, Ceramic Fiber Board, Ceramic Fiber chopped bulk, Ceramic Fiber Paper, Insulating Fire Bricks (IFBs) and Clay Fire Bricks in Houston, TX.

For details, please visit - http://www.ktrefractories.com/Ceramic-Fiber-Products.cfm

APPLICATIONS FOR CERAMIC FIBER PRODUCTS

- POWER GENERATION INSULATION
- PROCESS HEATER LININGS
- PIPE WRAP
- CHIMNEY INSULATION
- ANNEALING FURNACE LININGS
- FURNACE & KILN BACK UP INSULATION
- STORAGE HEATER INSULATION
- DOMESTIC OVEN INSULATION
- AUTOMOTIVE EXHAUST HEAT SLEDS
- ALUMINUM TRANSFER LAUNDER COVER
- WELDING STRESS RELIEF

WE OFFER A BROAD LINE OF REFRATORY BRICKS AND CASTABLES YOU NEED

We offer a full line of refractory bricks for steel/iron making furnace, glass kiln/furnace, glass melting tanks, cement kiln, ceramic tunnel kiln, ceramic furnace, rotary kiln, sodium silicate furnace, regenerator checker

or other universal applications.

APPLICATIONS FOR CERAMIC FIBER PRODUCTS

- Alumina Bubble Bricks
- Acid / Chemical-Resistant Bricks
- Alumina Spinel Bricks
- AZS Bricks, Zircon Bricks
- High Alumina, Corundum bricks
- High Duty, Super Duty Firebricks
- Insulating Fire Bricks from 2300°F/1260°C to 3000°F/1649°C
- Magnesia, Magnesite-Carbon and Magnesite Bricks
- Mullite Bricks
- Silicon Carbide, Silicon Nitride Bonded Bricks
- Insulating, hard casting, low cement Castables

We offer refractory bricks used for high temperature insulation, with high hot strengths up to 1800°C, and/or chemical resistance and thermal durability. For extreme working condition, we supply bricks with higher strength and more resistance to corrosion. Some bricks have an outstanding hot mechanical strength, high thermal conductivity, high bending strength, good thermal shock resistance, and low pore size with a low permeability to gas, a superior infiltration resistance to molten metal and slag and a low wetability, excellent heat resistance, high compressive strength, and excellent stability against thermal shock, etc.

Please visit http://www.ktrefractories.com for details and more products
MSDS and datasheet are available upon request
Call 1-877-365-2995 to order
Contact us: Sales@ktrefractories.com

Refractory Raw Materials

- Alumina Bubble
- Aluminate Cement
- Calcium Aluminate Clinker
- Fused Mullite, Mullites
- Fused Spinel
- Fused Zirconia, Fused Zirconia-mullite, Zirconia
- High Alumina Corundum
- Reactive a-Al₂O₃, Alumina Micropowder
- Tabular Alumina Balls
- White Fused Alumina

Other Industrial Products

- Activated Alumina
- Ceramic Proppant for frac
- Lay-flat hoses

Intelligent Artificial Lift Solutions

- Energy electronic automatic monitor & control products and systems
- Intelligent artificial lift products
- Advanced drilling control technology & control products